A generalized theory of the self-limiting assembly of twisted bundles of filaments and columns is presented. Bundles and fibers form in a broad variety of supramolecular systems, from biological to synthetic materials. A widely-invoked mechanism to explain their finite diameter relies on chirality transfer from the molecular constituents to collective twist of the assembly, the effect of which frustrates the lateral assembly and can select equilibrium, finite diameters of bundles. In this article, the thermodynamics of twisted-bundle assembly is analyzed to understand if chirality transfer is necessary for self-limitation, or instead, if spontaneously-twisting, achiral bundles also exhibit selflimited assembly. A generalized description is invoked for the elastic costs imposed by twist for bundles of various states of intra-bundle order from nematic to crystalline, as well as a generic mechanism for generating twist, classified both by chirality but also the twist susceptibility of interfilament alignment. The theory provides a comprehensive set of predictions for the equilibrium twist and size of bundles as a function of surface energy as well as chirality, twist susceptibility, and elasticity of bundles. Moreover, it shows that while spontaneous twist can lead to self-limitation, assembly of twisted achiral bundles can be distinguished qualitatively in terms of their range of equilibrium sizes and thermodynamic stability relative to bulk (untwisted) states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bundles and fibers formed by supramolecular assembly are common architectures across a wide range of materials. Fibers of extracellular proteins (e.g., cellulose, collagen, fibrin) consitute the basic structural and mechanical elements in plant and animal tissue [1, 2] . Beyond these functional architectures, the formation of fiber and cable assemblies of misfolded or mutant proteins are associated with various pathologies, from amyloidosis [3] to sickle cell anemia [4] . In synthetic systems, hierarchical assembly of 1D stacking constituents into multi-columnar bundles are widely observed in condensed phases of discotic liquid crystals [5, 6] and worm-like micelles [7] , organogels [8] and supramolecular "polymers" [9] .
The functional (or pathological) properties of selfassociated bundles and fibers, from their optical transmittance to their linear and non-linear mechanics, are highly dependent on their size distribution. While most systems exhibit unlimited growth in the length of fibers, in many synthetic and biological assemblies, the lateral widths of assemblies are apparently well defined, or at least characterized by non-exponential distributions whose most probable size is finite and non-zero. Motivated by the apparent reproducibility of this finite width, as well as its functional implications, a range of theoretical models have been proposed and explored to understand the finite fiber width as a result of equilibrium self-assembly. The emergence of a finite-width falls outside of the canonical paradigms for equilibrium assembly [10] , as generic considerations of surface energy in an aggregate imply that short range interactions typically favor macroscopically large dimensions (i.e. unlimited in size) in equilibrium. As a result, physical mechanisms that have been invoked to explain finite bundle width, either resort to kinetically-arrested (i.e. nonequilibrium) aggregation models [11] , or instead, to the presence of long-range interactions (i.e. much longer range than microscopic filament diameters) [12] .
One class of equilibrium mechanisms, which does not rely on explicitly long-range interactions , but nevertheless provides a thermodynamically consistent explanation for self-limitation of diameter is chirality frustration [13, 14] . Crudely speaking, this mechanism implies forces that, due to lack of mirror symmetry between constituents, favor local skews in the sub-unit packing [15, 16] . When these local motifs propagate to larger length scales in the hierarchical bundle structure, they result in an intrinsic thermodynamic drive for collective twist. Collective twist is incompatible with other types of order in the bundle (e.g. orientational, positional), and thus, gives rise to elastic strains that buildup up with assembly size, ultimately providing an equilibrium mechanism to restrain the thermodynamic drive of surface energy towards unlimited sizes.
Such a mechanism is attractive as an explanation of size selection in a range of biological bundle-and fiberforming systems for two reasons. First, the filaments themselves are generically composed from chiral building blocks (e.g. proteins, nucleic acids, polysaccharides). Additionally, bundles or fibers of biofilaments are widely observed to exhibit collective, helical twist at the scale of the assembly [17, 18] . It is based on this reasoning that Makowski and Magdoff-Fairchild proposed a mechanism of self-limitation in twisted macrofibres of sicklehemoglobin protofilaments [19] , a model that was quickly adapted to address the finite width of fibrin bundles [20] . Subsequent to these pioneering studies, several distinct frameworks have been developed that integrate the chiral preference for collective bundle twist with various sizedependent elastic costs for assembly. These include, the cost of intra-filament stretch in 3D solid bundles [21] as proposed originally for the sickle hemoglobin and fibrin experiments, the cost of orientational gradients in poly- mer nematic bundles [22] [23] [24] , the cost of variable interfilament spacing in 2D columnar bundles [13] , as well as the costs of inter-filament shearing in generalized models of 3D crystalline bundles [14, 25, 26] . Along with these continuum models, coarse-grained simulation models of proto-filament assemblies with explicitly chiral interactions [27] , all show well-defined regimes where the minimal free energy occurs for bundles at finite width, the size of which depends generically on elasticity of the assembly, cohesive forces driving assembly as well as "strength" of chirality.
While preferred-twist provides a thermodynamically consistent mechanism for self-limiting width of bundles of chiral systems, several recent studies of achiral systems raise the possibility that chirality at the building block scale may not be a necessary condition for self-limitation by twist. For example, simulations of fibers formed by aggregation of "sticky" semi-flexible chains [28, 29] or by assembly supramolecular stacks of discotic molecules [30] [31] [32] , show the formation of spontaneously twisting structures without chiral building blocks. The resulting double-twisted morphologies are superficially indistinguishable from chiral bundling systems, with the obvious exception that spontaneous twist is equally left-or right-handed in the achiral systems. Additionally, recent experimental studies of methylcellulose MC assemblies in aqueous solution have noted the emergence of fibrous aggregates whose radii are observed to be larger that the molecular thickness of a single MC strand [33] , but consistently maintain a finite width of ∼ 18 nm over a fairly broad range of assembly conditions. It has recently been proposed that the finite width is consistent with a structural model of spontaneously, double twisting MC fiber morphology [34, 35] , which is loosely consistent with morphological observations, although a detailed determination of intra-fiber packing remains difficult to resolve. As in the case of the achiral fiber simulations, the influence of molecular chirality in MC has initially been speculated to be weak [34] , if it has any impact on the assembly at all.
While it is perfectly understandable that twist emerges spontaneously in many achiral systems, and further may be a fairly generic effect in cohesive interactions between thread-like elements [36] , these observations raise important questions about the distinctions between mechanisms of achiral vs. chiral systems. First, is it possible for spontaneous twist of an achiral fiber to give rise to thermodynamic self-limitation of assembly, or is intrinsic chirality essential to the finite size selection? And second, if spontaneous twist does indeed lead to self-limitation, how is this achiral mechanism distinguishable from the chiral mechanism? Specifically, how do the mechanisms differ in terms of thermodynamically selected sizes, pitches and regimes of stability of finite diameter fibers?
In this article, these questions are addressed in the context of continuum elasticity models of self-twisting filamentous bundles. Symmetry considerations are used to construct the generic elastic costs of gradients in the orientational and positional order imposed by collective twist of bundles. In particular, the thermodynamic drive for twist in bundles derives either from a chiral preference for inter-filament twist, or instead an achiral instability for spontaneous twist. In this paper, this distinction is defined in terms of two parameters defined in detail in Sec. II below: Q the reduced inverse pitch of preferred cholesteric twist; and χ −1 , the reduced inverse twist susceptibility. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , these parameters are defined, respectively, by the first and second derivatives of the free energy with respect to bundle twist Ω. The canonical case for chirality-driven twist corresponds to Q = 0 with a positive stiffness for twist, χ −1 ≥ 0. A strictly achiral case of preferred spontaneous twist corresponds to Q = 0 and negative inverse-susceptibility, χ −1 < 0. In this article, I show that a sharp distinction between thermodynamics can be drawn between stable (χ −1 > 0) and unstable (χ −1 < 0) twist thermodynamics. More specifically, the full range of thermodynamic behavior of self-twisting bundles is controlled by a single (dimensionless) combination of inverse pitch and susceptibility, Q 2 χ 3 . This distinction can ultimately be traced to the variation of equilibrium bundle twist with size and the mechanical costs of intra-bundle deformation: bending and shears of 2D and/or 3D inter-filament order. The equilibrium variation of twist with bundle size can be directly related to the equilibrium size of bundles, and its dependence on the surface energy parameterizing inter-filament cohesion of the structure. A central finding of this study is the sharp distinction between twist-stable and twist-unstable bundles with regard to the maximum range self-limited diameter of bundles and the critical value of surface energy that separates selflimited (twisted) and bulk (untwisted) assembly. While the maximum self-limiting size of twist-stable (χ −1 > 0) bundles can grow arbitrarily large with vanishing chirality, the range of thermodynamic stability of such finite bundles also vanishes with Q → 0. In contrast, while the self-limiting sizes of twist-unstable (χ −1 < 0) bundles are largely independent of chirality, remaining limited "microscopic" dimensions, their self-limited state is more stable relative to bulk assembly, and remains so, even as Q → 0.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, I briefly introduce the continuum model for selftwisting, cohesive bundles possessing various states of liquid-crystalline and crystalline order. Then, in Sec. III I describe the thermodynamics of equilibrium twist and size of bundles as functions of elastic parameters, surface energy and the driving forces for twist, first for 2D columnar order, and then 3D solid order. In Sec. IV, I discuss the implications of the distinctions between twiststable and twist-unstable bundles for studies of chiral and achiral fiber assembly, and further, outline some open questions regarding the connections between microscopic descriptions of inter-molecular forces in bundles and continuum parameters describing the mesoscale behavior.
II. GENERALIZED ELASTICITY MODEL OF SELF-TWISTING, COHESIVE BUNDLES
Here I introduce the model of helically-twisted bundles of columns and filaments. Bundles are assumed to follow the "double-twist" geometry, familiar as local motif of liquid crystal blue phases [37] ,
where t(x) is the backbone orientation of constituent fibers,ẑ is the mean twist axis of the bundle, ρ and φ are polar coordinates around this axis, and 2π/Ω is the pitch of the bundle. Here, and below, I assume that Ωρ is sufficiently small to neglect higher order corrections to the unit vector orientation. As our central question focusses on the role of the twist-thermodynamics in selecting the size of bundles, we neglect the possibilities of anisotropic bundle cross-sections [38, 39] as well as defects [40] [41] [42] which can, in part, relax the cost of geometry frustration in the bundle. Hence, the model considers bundles with a circular cross-section of radius R and a length L R, which is unlimited by equilibrium considerations.
Underlying the model described below are two basic assumptions. First, filaments are sufficiently stiff, and interactions between them are sufficiently cohesive, that condensed bundles adopt quasi-parallel, splay-free packings with at a minimum, a nematic state of order. Second, physical interactions between filamentous and columnar building blocks are treated at the mesoscopic scale of bundles by the generalized continuum elastic costs of gradients in the local order. Hence, detailed properties of the inter-filament forces and intra-filament mechanics, as well as physical chemical parameters of the solution (e.g. temperature, ionic conditions), are incorporated in a coarse-grained sense into a limited set of continuum elastic constants. The connection between microscopic descriptions of filaments and these mesoscale elastic constants is discussed briefly in Sec. IV.
As shown schematically in Fig. 2 , a bundle can be characterized by three types of elasticity associated with gradients of column orientation, in-plane positional order, and longitudinal positional order (e.g. for the case of intercalated discotic fibers). The following subsections introduce the continuum energetics associated with each of these types of order. As many of these elastic costs have been described elsewhere [14, 39, 43] , hereonly a brief review of key results if given, citing previous work where possible, and relegating details of new analytical results in the appendices.
A. Orientational elasticity
To describe the free energy associated with orientational gradients in the bundle, consider the standard, second-order Frank elastic description [44] of a chiral nematic materials with a director field, t(x).
where the first three terms describe the respective splay, twist and bend elasticity, while the final term has been traditionally denoted as the "saddle splay" term [45] . For a chiral material, q 0 = 0 parameterizes a preference for twist at linear order (i.e. with a preferred pitch of uniaxial cholesteric order, 2π/q 0 ). It is straightforward to show that the double-twist texture of eq. (1) gives
In the following, we will assume the volume integral can be split into an integral over cross-sectional area dA (uniform up to rigid rotations) along length increments dz. From this we can evaluate F nem (ignoring the effects of ends as L/R → ∞),
where ρ 2 = A −1 dA ρ 2 is the 2nd moment of the cross-sectional fiber area, equal to ρ 2 = R 2 /2 for cylindrical fibers of radius R. We note that the only quadratic terms in the double-twist derive from the twist and saddle splay. Hence, as has been previously noted [45] [46] [47] when the saddle splay constant is larger than the twist constant, K 24 > K 2 , an axisymmetric configuration becomes unstable to double-twist, and even the absence of chirality (q 0 = 0), would be driven to spontaneous twist. Several achiral liquid crystalline systems have been observed to undergo this spontaneous twist, and for the purposes of the present continuum model, I also consider the case of K 24 > K 2 as a mesoscale mechanism for driving spontaneous twist in bundles, and reserve for the discussion the relationship between filamentscale interactions and these second order coefficients. When the elasticity theory becomes unstable at second order in Ω it is necessary to include higher order gradient costs of twist which stabilize it. For the present model, it is sufficient to generalize the nematic energy by
4 , such that the cost for nematic gradients become,
(5) The higher order twist term only becomes relevant in the limit of small bundles, in particular when R K 2 /K 3 . On dimensional grounds, it can be argued that the ratios is K 2 /K 2 (or K 2 /K 3 ) defines a length scale squared, and we argue below that this length scale defines the microscopic cutoff for the elasticity theory. In other words, we expect that the length scale K 2 /K 3 to be proportional to the microscopic dimension of filaments, e.g. their diameter d. The implications of this microscopic dimension on bundle size-selection are described below.
B. Positional elasticity
Fiber assembly of 1D filaments of columns can give rise to different states of positional order. Long-range ordering of the inter-filament spacing associate with a 2D lattice packing transverse to their backbones, but without long-range order along them, corresponds to 2D columnar order [48] . Bundles that also maintain long-range axial correlations between neighbor columns/filaments (such as in an interdigitated lattice of 1D discoidal columns), correspond to 3D crystalline order. Fiber twist generates deformations of both types of long-range positional order, and here I summarize the generalized positional elastic costs of cylindrical bundle twist, focussing first on 2D columnar order.
Columnar order
Elasticity of a columnar medium is described by a 2D strain tensor u ⊥ ij for deformations perpendicular to the main filament axis, described by the elastic free energy [49] ,
where the (non-linear) 2D elastic strain follows,
where u ⊥ is the in-plane displacement (2D vector), related to the tangent field via t ẑ + ∂ z u ⊥ . The Lamé coefficients λ ⊥ and µ ⊥ describe, at a coarse-grained level, the disruptions of the ideal 2D inter-column lattice, which we assume to be hexagonal for simplicity. The non-linear contribution to strain from the in-plane projections of the filament tilt generates unavoidable intercolumn stress, σ ⊥ ij , as has been shown [43] to derive from the compatibility condition,
is the 2D Young's modulus of the columnar array. Solving for equilibrium stress for a bundle of circular cross section of radius R the in-plane elastic free energy has been derived [43] , This term represents the elastic cost of geometric incompatibility of a crystalline packing with metric constraints imposed in non-parallel and twisted bundles [50] . Note that as the 2D columnar order melts, the resistance to shear of the inter-filament lattice vanishes. Hence, the limit Y ⊥ → 4µ ⊥ → 0 corresponds to the transition from columnar to polymer nematic order in the bundle.
Crystalline order
Now I consider the additional elastic costs of twist in bundles whose columns maintain registry of longitudinal stacking (i.e., 3D crystalline). The additional deformations associated with longitudinal inter-column shears and intra-column stretch are described by the out-ofplane elastic energy [51] ,
where u ij is the 3D solid elastic strain tensor (with components in x, y and z directions),
where u = u ⊥ + u zẑ is the 3D displacement of column positions relative to a parallel, hexagonal reference state [52] . Here λ and µ parameterize the respective stretching elasticity of columns and inter-column shear coupling. The equilibrium equation for the longitudinal displacement u z is
The full solution to these equations is given in Appendix A, but here I summarize the essential results, first focusing on the case of a finite fiber length L. The solid response of bundles to twist derives from three deformations: i) intra-filament stretch; ii) radial inter-filament shears; and iii) azimuthal inter-filament shears. While azimuthal shears are unavoidable for all twisted bundles (i.e. σ φz = 0), sufficiently long bundles avoid the cost of radial shears at the expense of filament stretch. This deformation crosses over to a shear-dominated state for sufficiently short bundles, with a cross-over determined by the ratio µ /λ (L/R). In the limit of narrow (long) fibers R (µ /λ ) 1/2 L, the solution (except for a small boundary layer at the fiber ends) becomes u z = 0, leading to a lateral stretching between shear-coupled filaments, u zz → Ω 2 (r 2 −R 2 /2)/2, which is zero net tension when averaged over the bundle cross section. In the opposite limit of short (wide) fibers R (µ /λ ) 1/2 L, the cost of filament stretching becomes prohibitive and the equilibrium tends towards inextensible u zz → 0 and u z → −zΩ 2 r 2 /2, leading to radial shears u rz ≈ Ω 2 zr that grow with length. The crossover from shear to stretch dominated stress with increasing aspect ratio is illustrated for stress profiles in Fig. 3 . For both cases, twist generates azimuthal shears u φz = Ωr/2. Together these lead to the strain energy dependence on twist,
The Appendix -eqs.(A9) and (A11) -give the exact result that crosses over continuously from the shear dom-inated to stretch dominated regime with decreasing values, µ /λ (L/R). Notably F → 0 as shear coupling between columns vanishes µ → 0, leaving only the 2D elastic (columnar) terms.
Below, I consider only the case of narrow bundles, R (µ /λ ) 1/2 L, relevant to fibers that assemble endto-end without constraint on lengths (i.e. L → 0 while R may remain finite). This twist dependent costs of intrafilament stretch in 3D crystalline fibers was first proposed to limit their diameter in works by Makowski [19] and Weisel [20] , followed by more detailed analytical models in ref. [21] . Here, it should be noted that these previous studies neglected the unavoidable costs of azimuthal shears, which unlike the radial shear cannot be relaxed by longitudinal displacement. Eq. (13) shows that azimuthal shear in solid bundles generates second order costs for twist, growing as (ΩR)
2 , well known in mechanics for the twist elasticity of solid beams [51] , and more important, at lower order than the quartic intrafilament stretching energy.
C. Total free energy and reduced variables
The total free energy is constructed from the terms described above along with a surface energy cost of Σ per unit area of the cylindrical sides of the bundles,
In what follows, the thermodynamics of finite-size, twisted bundles is more conveniently analyzed by rescaling energy densities in terms of the effective positional modulus,
and length scales in terms the ratio of bending modulus to positional modulus
a quantity related to the bend penetration length of columnar systems. Note, in terms of the this length scale, the transition from 2D columnar to purely nematic bundles is characterized by Λ B → ∞, since Y vanishes as lattice order melts. In terms of the reduced bundle radius r = R/Λ B and twist ω = ΩΛ B , the reduced free energy density f may be written in the following general form,
where σ ≡ 2πΣ/ √ Y K 3 is the reduced surface energy. In terms of the generalized elastic theory, the reduced chirality is simply Q = 2K 2 q 0 / √ Y K 3 , which is proportional to the preferred inverse cholesteric pitch. The inverse twist susceptibility has the general form,
where χ
derives from the twist elasticity of orientational (nematic) order, while the sizedependent contribution derives from the shear-elastic cost in solid bundles, χ −1 2 = µ /(8Y ). Notably, this shows that twist instability (χ −1 < 0), which arises for large saddle-splay constants, is only possible in 3D solid bundles of sufficiently narrow radius due to sizedependent costs of inter-filament shears. The coefficient of the quartic twist term grows with radius,
due to the respective r 2 and r 4 costs of bending and positional elasticity. The constant term r 0 ≡ 4 2K 2 /K 3 /Λ B derives from the higher-order twist in the nematic energy, eq. (5). It can be argued that the ratio of bend to positional elasticity in a filament bundle gives bend penetration length that is at least as large as the microscopic inter-filament dimension, d [53] , that is, Λ B d. Again, taking the estimate 4 2K 2 /K 3 ≈ d then gives us that r 0 1, a parameter estimate used in the analysis below.
III. THERMODYNAMICS OF TWIST-AND SIZE-SELECTION
Based on the model introduced in the previous section and summarized in the scaled free energy in eq. (17), I now describe the thermodynamics of self-assembled, twisted fibers. Here, consider the case where the total concentration of subunits is sufficiently large that all but a negligible concentration exists in a self-assembled aggregate. In this regime, thermodynamics can be modeled by considering all filaments assembled into bundles of equal size r * and twist ω * whose values correspond to the minimum of the free energy density f (ω, r), that is, neglecting the effect of size dispersity on the free energy of the distribution (see e.g. [54] ).
To address the central questions about the role of twist-stability vs. twist-instability on bundle formation, I describe three inter-related behaviors for columnar (2D solid) and crystalline (3D solid) bundles. First, I describe the dependence of equilibrium twist ω * (r) on bundle size r and its relation to the accumulation of elastic twist energy with radius. Second, I show accumulating elastic energy in self-twisting bundles leads to self-limited equilibrium radii r * for sufficiently low surface energy σ. In general, r * increases with σ up to a maximum self-limiting size, r max and surface energy σ max , beyond which surface energy drives equilibrium states to untwist and reach infinite size. Last, I describe how this maximal size and surface energy of stable finite-width bundles varies with chirality and twist susceptibility. In what follows, these results are illustrated in Figs. 4 -9, with details on the numerical analysis of the equilibria of f (ω, r) provided in Appendix B. 2 . (B) shows plots of the energy density for equilibrated twist (i.e. ω = ω * ) versus bundle radius r for fixed chirality |Q| = 0.1, plotted for a series of increasing surface energy σ up to a maximal value of σmax, at which point finite bundles are in equilibrium with bulk untwisted assembly (i.e. r → ∞ and ω → 0). The accumulating elastic energy of bend and columnar strain is shown as a dashed blue curve, and equilibrium bundle radii r * are marked by red dots. In (C), plots of equilibrium radii r * versus surface energy, σ, for an increasing series of chirality values. Curves terminate at the σmax, with the maximal self-limiting size shown as red dots. Plots in (A-C) are shown for r0 = 0 and χ −1 = 1.
A. Columnar bundles
Considering first the case of columnar bundles, which corresponds to a twist susceptibility that is independent of bundle size, χ = χ 0 . For purposes of illustration, I highlight the comparison between chirality driven, twiststable bundles (Q = 0; χ −1 > 0) to spontaneously twisting, achiral bundles (Q = 0; χ −1 < 0), and then summarize the general dependence of self-limiting assembly on Q and χ. Figure 4A plots the equilibrium twist ω * as a function of bundle radius r for several examples of chiralitydriven, twist-stable bundles. For twist-stable bundles, the higher order twist contribution to the Frank elastic energy plays a relatively minor role in the qualitative behavior, and hence I set it to r 0 = 0 for these examples. These curves all show a maximal twist in the limit of narrow bundles proportional to reduced chirality, ω * (r → 0) = −χQ, as there is no mechanical obstruction to achieving the double-twist state preferred by nematic twist elasticity. As bundle sizes increase, the equilibrium begins to unwind from this preferred value due to the mechanical costs of intra-filament bending and inter-filament lattice distortion. This unwinding of helical pitch can be characterized by a size scale r un , the unwinding size, at which the elastic cost of either bending or lattice distortion (i.e. (Qχ) 4 r 2 /4 or (Qχ) 4 r 4 /4, respectively) equals and begins to exceed the favorable energy of chiral twist at the preferred pitch, −Q 2 χ/2. Based on this criterion the unwinding size is roughly
Chirality-driven twist
, and allows us to distinguish between two regimes of chirality: weak chiralty where Q 2 χ −3 and r un 1; and strong chirality where Q 2 χ −3 and r un 1. For larger sizes, r r un , bundles unwind toward zero twist, and the rate of unwinding with size can be estimated from the balance of chirality induced torque Q and the torque induced by mechanical costs of twist, ω 3 * (r 2 + r 4 ), which yields a powerlaw unwinding that crosses over from bending dominated unwinding ω * ∼ r −2/3 for r un r 1 to a more rapid columnar strain-dominated unwinding ω * ∼ r −4/3 at larger sizes r 1.
The free energy density of twist equilibrated bundles, that is, taking the value ω = ω * (r) in the f (ω, r), is plotted in Figure 4B for a fixed chirality and an increasing series of surface energies σ. For σ = 0, the dashed line shows the monotonoically increasing accumulation of elastic energy with size. Narrow bundles achieve the optimal twist without the expense of bending or columnar strain costs. At intermediate sizes, the elastic energy exhibits a power law growth (either as ∼ r 2 or ∼ r 4 ) which then crosses over to an asymptotically unwinding state with f (r r un ) → 0. While the elastic energy generically favors narrow bundles, the (per volume) cost of surface energy, σ/r, drives bundles to larger sizes. The balance between elastic energy and surface energy results in an equilibrium at finite size r * for sufficiently small σ As surface energy increases, the size and energy of this minimum grow, until it reaches a point where f (ω * , r * ) = 0 at σ max and finite size bundles are in equilibrium with bulk, untwisted assembly. A narrow range of metastable finite bundles persists above this surface energy, but the equilibrium state for σ > σ max is bulk, untwisted assembly (i.e. ω → 0 and r → ∞).
The equations of state, relating equilibrium radius r * to surface energy σ are plotted for a sequence of chirality values in Figure 4C , with the curves terminating a the maximal size and surface energy for self-limitation. The size dependence exhibits two regimes of assembly: weak-chirality when |Q| χ −3/2 ; and strong-chirality shows of the energy density for equilibrated twist (i.e. ω = ω * ) versus bundle radius r for fixed r0 = 0.1 and χ −1 = −1, plotted for series of increasing surface energy σ up to a maximal value of σmax, at which point finite bundles are in equilibrium with bundle untwisted assembly. The accumulating elastic energy of bend and columnar strain is shown as a dashed blue curve, and equilibrium bundle radii r * are marked by red dots. In (C), plots of equilibrium radii r * versus surface energy for increasingly negative values of χ −1 . Curves terminate at σmax, with the maximal self-limiting size shown as red dots.
when |Q| χ −3/2 . For strong-chirality the bundles begin to unwind (due to bending) for sizes well below the mesoscopic length scale Λ B . In the bending dominate regime, the residual free energy from chiral twist ≈ −ω * Q ∼ −r −2/3 vanishes more slowly than the surface energy cost σ/r for large bundle radii, implying the existence of a stable equilibrium size with the power law dependence r * ∼ σ 3 . However, when bundles grow larger than Λ B (i.e. when r 1) the cost of columnar strain drives a much more rapid untwisting such that the chiral free energy ≈ −ω * Q ∼ −r −4/3 cannot restrain the stronger ∼ r −1 dependence of surface energy for r → ∞, indicating the disappearance of the stable minimum at finite size for r * 1 for strong-chirality. This is consistent the r max → 1 behavior for large Q shown in Figure  4C .
For weak-chirality, r un 1, so that the bundles accumulate stress over a large size range, well into the latticestrain dominant regime, before untwisting. Balancing the surface energy cost σ/r of the boundary with the dominant elastic cost results in two power law regimes of bundle size below the untwisting size: r * ≈ σ 1/3 (Qχ) 4/3 for bending dominated sizes (r * 1); and r * ≈ σ 1/5 (Qχ)
for lattice-strain dominated sizes (r * 1). Note that, for the same arguments as above, because the columnar strain energy forces the bundles to unwind too rapidly to be at finite size in equilibrium surface energy, there can be no stable equilibrium sizes larger than r un in this weak-chirality regime. Hence, the power law growth of r * with σ persists until terminating at a maximum size, r max ≈ r un ∼ |Q| −1/2 χ −3/4 , consistent with the low |Q| scaling of r max in Figure 4C .
To summarize, for chirality-driven bundles, the maximal size of self limiting bundles follows
Notably, for chirality-driven, twist-stable bundles, finitesize assembly always extends up to at least the mesoscopic size Λ B (i.e. r * ≥ 1), and as chirality decreases, the maximal stable finite bundle size diverges, r max ∼ |Q| −1/2 1, growing arbitrarily larger than Λ B as Q → 0. Figure 5 shows plots of the thermodynamic behavior of spontaneously twisting, achiral bundles, paralleling the presentation of Fig. 4 . For this case of unstable twist, χ −1 < 0, it is necessary to include the effect of the higherorder Frank twist term, as parameterized by a non-zero "cutoff size scale" r 0 = 0, which is anticipated to be less unity as argued above. Figure 5A plots equilibrium twist a function of bundle radius, in this case for several values of r 0 ≤ 1. In this achiral case, the maximal twist achieved in narrow bundle limit is ω * (r → 0) = ±|χ| −1/2 /r 0 . Like the chirality-driven case, spontaneously twisting bundles also exhibit a size-dependent unwinding due to the accumulated costs of bending. Applying similar reasoning as above, the unwinding size can be estimated as r un ≈ r 0 [55] . Beyond this size, bending and columnar strain induce the unwinding of bundles towards ω * → 0 as r → 0. While qualitatively similar to the unwinding of chirality-drive bundles, spontaneously twisted bundles unwind much more rapidly with increases size: ω * ∼ r −1 in the bending dominated regime (r un r 1); and ω * ∼ r −2 in the columnar strain dominated case (r 1). The origin of these much stronger power laws can be traced to the torque induced by the spontaneous twist, which vanishes for as ω → 0 as ∼ −|χ −1 |ω, yeilding a much weaker resistance to the mechanical costs that drive unwinding. I return to the implications of the more rapid unwinding of spontaneously twisting bundles below. , showing it to be a function of a combination of the two parameters, Q 2 χ 3 . The twist-stable case (χ −1 > 0) and the twist-unstable case (χ −1 < 0) are plotted in blue and orange curves, respectively. The distinct dependencies on chirality of the maximal size self-limited bundles (for fixed χ −1 ) are illustrated schematically in (B), with twist stable bundles growing arbitrarily large in the small chirality limit, while twist-unstable bundles remain smaller than the length scale ΛB (i.e. rmax ≤ 1) over the entire chirality range. At the achiral point Q = 0, highlighted for twist-unstable bundles, the equilibrium handedness of finite bundles is randomly selected (i.e. by spontaneous achiral symmetry breaking).
Spontaneous twist
Figure 5B plots the free energy of twist-equilibrated bundles, f (ω * , r) , as function of bundle size for χ −1 = −1, r 0 = 0.1 and a series of surface energies up to maximum surface energy σ max . Qualitatively, the features of the size-dependent energy for achiral bundles parallel what was shown for chiral bundles in Fig. 4B : accumulating elastic costs of frustration balances the surface energy drive towards bulk assembly, but with finite sizes of minimal achiral bundles are notably smaller, i.e. r * < 1.
The dependence of equilibrium size on surface energy is plotted in Figure 5C for r 0 = 0.1 and for an increasing series of χ −1 = −1, corresponding to increasing amounts of spontaneous twist (i.e. ω * (r → 0) ∝ −χ −1 ). The equilibrium bundle radius grows with as r * ∼ σ 1/3 due to a balance between surface energy and bending of spontaneously twisted filaments. All of these curves terminate at maximal size r max ≈ r 0 , which derives from the fact twist unwinds at size scale r un ≈ r 0 . In the unwound, bending-dominated regime, the residual energy of spontaneous twist falls of as ≈ χ −1 ω 2 * ∼ −r −2 , too rapidly in comparison to surface energy to maintain a self-limited equilibrium in this large (unwinding) size regime.
To summarize, in sharp distinction which chiralitydriven, twist-stable bundles, the range of self-limited sizes of spontaneously twisted achiral bundles is limited to a much smaller size range, r max ≈ r 0 , for all χ −1 < 0; Q = 0.
As r 0 is expected to be comparable to the microscopic dimensions of the filament or column diameter, this prediction shows that while spontaneously, twisting bundles can (at sufficiently low surface energy) realize selflimiting assembly, their sizes are restricted to a microscopic range of a few filaments in width.
Phase diagram and maximal self-limiting size
The previous sections have presented, in detail, the specific cases of chirality-driven, twist-stable bundles (Q = 0; χ −1 > 0) and spontaneously-twisted, achiral bundles (Q = 0; χ −1 < 0). In this section, I describe the generic thermodynamic behavior for generic ranges of chirality and twist susceptibility, in terms of the maximal size and surface energy for self-limited columnar bundles. As derived in the Appendix, these conditions can be captured in the following parametric relationship between the r max , σ max , Q and χ −1 (for columnar order):
and Figure 6A shows the variation of the maximal selflimiting bundle radius as function of Q 2 χ 3 for both the twist-stable and twist-unstable branch, with the predictions illustrated graphically in Figure 6B . Notably, r max is a decreasing function of chirality (for fixed χ −1 > 0) for twist-stable bundles: The self-limiting size diverges as r max ∼ |Q| −1/2 in the limit of vanishing chirality, while it asymptotically approaches r max → 1 in the limit of large chirality (assuming that r 0 1). Heuristically, this can be understood from the fact that increasing chirality decreases the unwinding size, due to the increase of elastic cost with larger twist. In contrast, the maximal radius of twist-unstable bundles increases, but only very weakly, Figure 7 . Phase diagram of self-limiting assembly in twiststable and twist-unstable columnar bundles. For a given value of Q 2 |χ| 3 , finite-radius bundles are stable for σ ≤ σmax (indicated as the shaded blue and orange regions) and for σ > σmax (white region) the equilibrium phase is bulk, untwisted assembly.
with chirality (for fixed χ −1 < 0): In the achiral limit r 2 max → ( 1 + 12r 2 0 − 1)/6 r 2 0 , while for large chirality r max → 1 from below. The relative insensitivity of r max to chirality for twist-unstable bundles can be understood from the achiral case illustrated in Fig. 5 , where the degree of twist, and the unwinding size, is set by r 0 and not Q. Hence, the self-limiting thickness of twist-stable bundles varies over a large mesoscopic range with chirality, while by comparison, the self-limiting thickness of twist-unstable bundles is both much smaller and varies relatively little with even large changes in chirality. Figure 7 shows the phase diagrams of self-limiting bundle assembly for both twist-stable and twist-unstable bundles: σ max as a function of Q 2 |χ| 3 . For σ < σ max the equilibrium phase is characterized by finite-radius and finite-twist bundles, whereas σ > σ max the equilibrium phase is bulk, untwisted assembly (r * → ∞, ω * → 0). Increasing chirality at fixed χ −1 increases the stability range of finite bundles for both twist-stable and twistunstable bundles, consistent with the σ max ∼ Q 2/3 scaling for large Q in eqs. (22) and (23) . This derives simply from the fact that higher chirality generically increases the free energy difference between locally twisted and untwisted assembly. However, there is a notable difference in the vanishing chirality limit, deriving from the obvious distinction that twist-stable bundles require chirality to twist: σ max = 0 as in the achiral limit of twiststable bundles; while σ max remains finites as Q → 0 for twist-unstable bundles. More generally, beyond the achiral limit, σ max is always greater for twist-unstable bundles than for twist-stable bundles. Thus, while they exhibit a far smaller range of possible self-limiting sizes, self-limited bundles formed in twist-unstable assemblies exhibit a greatly enhanced range of thermodynamic stability relative to twist-stable bundles of equal chirality.
B. Crystalline bundles
In this section, I briefly overview the thermodynamics of 3D crystalline bundles. These are distinguished from the 2D columnar case through the presence of a non-zero elastic cost for azimuthal shears (i.e. inter-column sliding) in twisted bundles, as characterized by µ > 0 in eq. (13) . In terms of the dimensionless inverse twist susceptibility, χ
2 , this corresponds to χ −1 2 = 0, and an increasing twist stiffness with lateral size. From the definition in eq. (18), it can be shown that χ −1 2 , which we denote as the reduced solid modulus, is strictly less than µ /λ , that is, the ratio in inter-column shear to intra-column stretch moduli. Assuming that resistance to intra-column stretching is much stronger than resistance to inter-column sliding (which disrupts registry of the "layered", longitudinal order in the crystalline bundle), it is natural to expect that in general, χ is relevant because it sets a size scale r sh = χ 2 /|χ 0 | at which the shear cost of twist dominates over the Frank elastic contributions to twist stiffness. Accordingly, the following discussion focusses on the cases where r sh ≥ 1 ≥ r 0 . Figure 8 shows plots of the equilibrium twist as function of size for two classes of crystalline bundles. In Fig. 8A , the dependence of ω * on r is plotted for chirality-driven, twist-stable bundles with fixed chirality (Q = 100) and for a range of reduced solid moduil: χ −1 2 = 10 −3 − 10 2 . Comparing this behavior to the case of columnar bundles shown in Fig. 4A , non-zero shear modulus (i.e. χ −1 2 = 0) leads to a more rapid untwisting of bundles with increased size. Again, assuming r sh ≥ 1, the effect of longitudinal shear becomes dominant only well into the regime where columnar-strain drives untwisting. Hence, crystalline bundles are characterized by a crossover from the columnar ω * ∼ r −4/3 regime, to the even more rapid ω * ∼ r −2 fall off deriving from the balance of chirality-driven and shear-elastic torques
Size-dependent twist
For spontaneously-twisting, achiral bundles, shown in Figure Fig. 8B , the effect of shear-elasticity of the crystalline phase is even more profound. This plot shows twist equilibria for a fixed value of χ −1 0 = −1 and an increasing range of longitudinal shear rigidity, illustrating an abrupt (critical) transition from power law untwisting to the untwisted state at a critical bundle radius equal to r sh . This follows from the fact that shear elasticity makes all crystalline bundles twist-stable at sufficiently large radii (i.e. χ −1 ≥ 0 for r ≥ r sh ), and in the absence of intrinsic chirality, there is no mechanism to stabilize bundle twist when χ −1 > 0. Figure 8 shows that the additional elastic cost of longitudinal shear of crystalline bundles leads to a reduced equilibrium twist in comparison to columnar bundles, and in particular, much more rapid rates of untwisting with increased size. Figure 9 shows the effect of the reduced twist of crystalline bundles on the range of their self-limiting size, as in Figure 6A , showing r max as a function of the combined parameters Q 2 χ 3 0 , but for series of increasing solid moduli: χ −1 2 = 10 −2 − 10 1 . Generally speaking, the effect of non-zero χ −1 2 is to reduce the maximum size of stable self-limiting bundles, but its effect is most significant for the weak-chirality regime of twist-stable bundles (i.e. χ −1 0 > 0 and Q → 0). While the maximum size of columnar bundles is predicted to grow arbitrarily large as Q → 0, the maximum size of crystalline bundles never exceeds a length scale proportional to r sh . This is because the residual free energy from twist in the shear-dominated regime, Qω * ∼ −r −2 , cannot restrain the surface-energy drive (going as r −1 ) towards bulk assembly. Hence, for χ −1 0 > 0, stable finite bundles are restricted to the regime r max r sh , which sets an upper limit to self-limitation under any chirality. Notably, the effect on the maximum size twist unstable bundles (i.e. χ −1 0 < 0 ) deriving to crystalline shear elasticity is far more modest. This is simply because, for the reasons described for the columnar case, such bundles lose thermodynamic stability well before reaching the size where crystalline shear elasticity becomes significant (i.e. r max < 1 < r sh ).
Maximal self-limiting size

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The previous sections describe a general theory for selflimitation induced by twist in self-assembled bundles and fibers adopting various degrees of internal order, from liquid crystalline (nematic) to crystalline (3D solid). In addition to the comprehensive range of predictions for bundle thermodynamics (e.g. spectrum of power dependencies of twist on bundle size, and equilibrium size on surface energy), the analysis yields several broad conclusions.
1. Intrinsic chirality, and corresponding preference for handed twist, is not essential for thermodynamically stable, finite bundles. Spontaneous twist, which can arise in strictly achiral systems, introduces sufficient elastic penalties for lateral growth of bundles to limit their equilibrium diameter at low surface energy.
2. Though they exhibit self-limitation (with and without chirality), the size-range of twist-unstable bundles is qualitatively distinct from twist-stable bundles. Equilibrium twist-unstable bundles are limited to microscopic dimensions, comparable to few diameters in width, while twist stable bundles can extend well into to mesoscopic dimensions that far exceed the filament diameter. In particular, the maximal size of twist-stable bundles becomes arbitrarily large (i.e. diverges) in the limit of vanishing chirality.
3. Although twist-unstable bundles are generically limited to smaller sizes, they exhibit enhanced thermodynamic stability (i.e. retain finite diameter up to larger values of surface energy) relative to their twist stable counterparts.
The essential mechanism that underlies the distinctions between twist-stable and twist-unstable bundles is the rate of bundle unwinding with increased diameter. While the generalized elastic costs of bending and columnar and crystal strain resist twist equally in these distinct bundles, their driving forces for twist (torques) are not equal. As shown schematically in Fig. 1 , even as twist vanishes, chiral, twist-stable bundles are subject to a constant torque, while in the same limit, torques vanish in twist-unstable, achiral bundles. The weakening of torques as bundles unwind towards ω → 0, accounts for the much more rapid size-dependent untwisting exhibited by twist-unstable bundles (see e.g. Figs. 4A and 5A). The more rapid untwisting of twist-unstable bundles, as characterized by a stronger power law decrease of twist with size, implies that the residual free energy gain of twisting is unable to restrain the drive to decrease surface energy by increasing to larger size. Hence, twistunstable bundles are driven to "escape frustration" [39] to the bulk state by untwisting at a smaller radius than twist-stable bundles which continue to resist untwisting by surface energy even at mesoscopic sizes.
At present there is fairly little data from experimental studies on the inter-relation of structure and thermodynamics of twisted fibers, as many of physical parameters characterizing inter-filament assemblies remain difficult to measure, predict, or systematically vary, or otherwise, detailed structural measurements of intra-bundle order and morphology are limited by resolution limits of standard characterization techniques. In an early study, Weisel and coworkers performed SEM measurements of the twist of purified and reconstituted fibrin bundles [20] . While the bundles showed a range of finite diameters, from ∼ 30 − 50nm, they maintained a constant helical pitch of roughly 200nm. This result is consistent with the equilibrium models above, assuming that bundle are assembling in the low surface energy regime and remain below their untwisting size. Without data showing the rate of twist decrease with increased radius (presumably, as protofilament solubility is further decreased) it is not possible to definitely assess which of the mechanical costs of twists is responsible for limiting their lateral size.
A more recent set of experiments has considered the possibility of self-twisting morphologies as a mechanism to regulate the thickness of fibers of marginally insoluble aggregates of methylcellulose (MC). And while the detailed picture of the intra-fiber morphology of these aggregates remains a matter of some debate [56, 57] , there is some evidence supporting the twisted fiber model of the assembly [35] . Furthermore, the thermodynamics of twisted fiber assembly would seem to explain some salient experimental results. Most notably, the thickness of self-assembled MC fibers is found to be independent of both molecular weight of MC chains and concentration, remaining within 17-19 nm over a wide range of conditions (corresponding to roughly ∼ 200 chains in the cross section) [34] . This rather tight diameter regulation might support the interpretation that MC fibers are achiral, or at best, retain a weak chirality that may not propagate to twisted assembly. Going beyond pure MC molecules, Morozova and coworkers [35, 58] modified the bending stiffness of the chains via grafting MC with a controlled density of oligomeric PEG side chains. Upon assembly, it was found the fiber diameter increased with MC chain persistence length [35] . Neglecting possible changes in other parameters (such as inter-chain cohesion), this increase was shown to be consistent with the predicted dependence of the maximal bundle size of an earlier theory [13] for chirality driven twist in columnar bundles. Assuming that the most significant change to MC chains upon grafting is increased bending stiffness, then one can go further to note that the only regime where bundle size increases with K 3 , is indeed the limit of high-chirality, twist-stable bundles where equilibrium size grows as R * ∼ K 3 (and R max
3 ). In other regimes of self-limiting assembly, either weakchiralty, twist-stable, or achiral, twist-unstable, R * can be shown to decrease with K 3 . Hence, the experiments on PEG-modified MC fibers would then contradict the interpretation of MC assembly, as achiral or weakly-chiral, and suggest that the handed preference for twist in these aggregates is strong. Additional experiments that, for example, could resolve the correlation of fiber twist with radius would be needed to clarify the role of chirality on MC fiber assembly.
In addition to the role of elastic parameters that characterize resistance to bundle twist, this study highlights that at least two quantities are needed to describe the effective drive for inter-filament twist. The first of which, the reduced chirality Q, is a dimensionless measure of the preferred inter-backbone twist. Predicting the cholesteric pitch from the molecular structure and interactions of chiral molecules in dilute, liquid crystalline phases is notoriously challenging problem owing to the prominence of both positional and orientational fluctuations [15, 59] . In densely packed and oriented (at least nematic) bundles, many of these fluctuations are frozen out, and provided a sufficiently accurate model of chiral structure and interactions, predictions are available for the torques induced by chiral interactions between, helical biomolecules, such as DNA [16] . Far less studied, at least from the perspective of inter-filamentary forces, is the twist stiffness, χ −1 . Steric considerations, for packing of inter-digitated disks, as in the columnar fibers of [30] , have been put forward to at least justify the sign of χ −1 and the appearance of spontaneous twist in achiral systems [47] . On the other hand, modeling of pair-wise interactions between tubular filaments suggest that the both the sign and magnitude depend sensitive on the physical mechanism of inter-filament forces [36] . For example, cohesive van der Waals interactions between tubular filaments generically lead to twist-unstable interactions, with a magnitude that varies with the ratio of interaction range to diameter. In contrast, charged stabilized and osmoticallycondensed tubular filaments are predicted to be twiststable. Taken together, these studies imply that twist stiffness exhibits a complex dependence on geometrical parameters of inter-filament/columnar packing as well as competing mechanisms of inter-molecular forces at play in supramolecular systems.
Finally, I conclude by briefly noting two key physical effects that have not been considered in the generalized elastic theory presented here: topological defects in the interior packing, and anisotropic surface shapes of bundles. The former, dislocations and disclinations in the cross sectional lattice [41, 42, 50] or tilt-grain boundaries in the "smectic-like" order of crystalline bundles [60] , have been predicted to arise as means to mitigate the costs of geometric frustration associated with introducing twist to the respective 2D columnar and 3D solid order of bundles. The latter effect of anisotropic crosssection shape may result in widely observed twisted, tape morphologies of bundles, and it has also been predicted to occur as elastically-driven response of surface shape to twist frustration [38, 39] . While these effects left out the present study, it is reasonable to expect that the would influence the quantitative, but not quantitative, conclusions presented above. This is because these "morphological mechanisms" are capable of relaxing some, but not all of the frustration cost imposed by twist [39] . For example, incorporation of sufficiently many disclinations in twisted bundles can screen the power law growth of columnar strain with radius [41, 43] , but it does not eliminate the orientational (bending-induced) costs which also limit the lateral bundle radius. Thus, the effect of forming twist-relaxing defects in bundle, for example, could potentially be captured by considering a defect-normalized values of the 2D elastic moduli, bundle assemblies that "escape frustation" of the 2D columnar lattice, would simply be described by the nematic limit of Λ B → ∞. 
where we have used ∇ · t ⊥ = 0 andr · t ⊥ = 0. The solutions are harmonic functions and have the form,
where vanishing radial stress at the sides of the bundle leads to the condition,
where x n are the zeros ∂ x J 0 (x)| x=xn = −J 1 (x n ) = 0. The coefficients u(k n ) derive from the cancelation of tension at the ends of the bundle z = ±L/2,
.
From this, we have the longitudinal stress,
Note that due to the term arising from the k n → 0 contribution to ∂ z u z , the net stretching in the bundle vanishes at every z, i.e. 2π
R 0 drr σ z z = 0. Decomposing the shear stress in azimuthal and radial components we have,
and σ rz =r i σ iz = 2µ λ (ΩR)
Example profiles are shown in Fig. 3 , where the the stretching vanishes within a zone of order λ ⊥ /2µ ⊥ R from the ends of the bundle, and at its center, we find σ zz = λ (Ω 2 /2)(r 2 − 1/2) consistent with z-independent stretching of outer filaments (which, in turn, loads the core filaments under compression). At the ends of the bundle, the relaxation of the tension, generates a zone of radial shear within the boundary zone, that decays to zero in the core of the bundle.
From these results we can derive the elastic energy contributions for the twisted, 3D solid bundle. First, the energy for longitudinal stretching, 
where n = 0, corresponds to the global minimum (for finite Q), n = +1 correspond to a local maximum and n = +2 corresponds to a metastable minimum. Given these solutions, for equilibrium twist ω * (r), the self-limiting bundle radius r * follows from minimization with respect to radius, 
Finally, we can consider the limiting conditions for selflimiting assembly, namely the maximal finite size r max and minimal finite twist ω min , at which the bundles are in equilibrium with a surface energy σ max , by the imposing condition such bundles are in equilibrium with bulk assembly (i.e. f (ω → 0, r → ∞) → 0), or, β(r max )ω .
Inserting this into eq. (B4) yields a parametric relation for maximal surface energy, σ max (r max ) = 2r 
Setting χ −1 2 = 0 (for vanishing longitudinal shear modulus) yields the equations of state for the stability limit of finite columnar bundles, eqs. (22) and (23) .
